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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Boolean model is the most popular and best investigated random set model 
with a wide spectrum of applications, see Serra (1982), Stoyan, Kendall and Mecke 
(1987), Cressie (1991). The Boolean model 3 in the Euclidean space Rd is defined to 
be the union 
"' 
,::, = U (x, +E,) (1.1) 
l= 1 
ofiid random compact sets 3 1, E2 , .. ., shifted by the points x1 belonging to a station-
ary Poisson point process in Rd with intensity A. The typical grain of the Boolean 
model is a random closed set E 0 with the same distribution as the 3 1. For rigorous 
definitions the reader is referred to Matheron (1975, pp.61, 139) and Stoyan et al. 
(1987, pp. 66,168). 
The first step of an application of the Boolean model to real data is estimating the 
model parameters using observations of the union set 2. These parameters of E are 
the intensity ). of the underlying Poisson point process and the distribution of the 
typical grain 3 0. 
Until now the most investigations have dealt with estimators of 2 and the ex-
pected values of the Minkowski functionals of the typical grain 3 0, see Serra (1982), 
Stoyan et al. (1987), Cressie and Laslett (1987), Hall (1988), Weil (1988), Cressie 
(1991), and Schmitt (1991). While the distribution of the stationary Poisson point 
process is determined by the value of its intensity A., the distribution of 8 0, in 
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general, ~nnot be retrived by known mean values of the Minkowski functionals. In 
order to reconstruct the distribution of 8 0 we have to know more about the shape of 
this set. Some shape characteristics and the corresponding estimation techniques 
were discussed in Molchanov (1990, 1991, 1994) for special typical grains (determin-
:istic or consisting of a finite number of points). Here we deal with the estimation of 
the" mean body of the difference body ~a == Eo E9Sa = { x - y: x, ye Eo} of the grain. 
Note that S0/2 is the central symmetrization of the set 8 0• We mostly work with 
planar Boolean models, i.e., we assume d = 2. In the anisotropic case the mean body 
provides information about the shape of the typical grain, while, unfortunately, for 
any isotropic typical grain the mean is a ball centred at the origin. Other estimators 
for the mean body (derived by means of different techniques) were discussed in Weil 
(1994, 1995) and Molchanov (1995). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the definition of the mean 
body. In Section 3 several relations between the mean body and other characteristics 
of a Boolean model are derived. These formulae are the base for the corresponding 
estimators proposed in Section 4. Section 5 contains numerical examples. 
2. THE MEAN BODY OF A RANDOM COMPACT SET 
Let us recall the definition of the expectation (or mean body) of a random compact 
set, see Vitale (1988). It is known that any compact convex set F can be described by 
means of the corresponding support function h(F, u) for u running through the unit 
sphere in R4• The support function h(F, u) is defined to be the maximum of scalar 
products (u,x) for xeF. For a random compact convex set A the expected value of 
the support function Eh(A, u) (if everywhere finite) is again a support function of 
a certain convex set EA, which is called the (Aumann) expectation or the mean body 
of A. 
Throughout the paper we suppose that the typical grain 8 0 is convex. Also we 
suppose that the radius of the circumscribed ball of E0 has a finite dth moment. This 
is necessary to have a nontrivial union set E in (1.1), see Heinrich (1992). 
The mean body of the typical grain, E E0 , is an important characteristics of the 
Boolean model. The corresponding estimation problem is discussed in Weil (1995). 
Here we propose another approach which leads to estimators of the set 
S0 = E(E0 Ee Sa). 
Here e is the Minkowski addition and 20 =.{-x:xeE0}. Note that the set 
~o =Sa EB S0 is called the difference body of 8 0, see LeichtweiB (1980). Its expecta-
tion S0 is said to be mean difference body of 3 0• If Ea is centrally symmetric, then 
E0 =!~a. and we obtain an estimator of EE0 • The estimators which will be pro-
posed are set valued. Their consistency is understood with respect to the Hausdorff 
metric as the sampling window grows infinitely. 
To make this paper more self-contained recall also that the distribution of the 
Boolean model (1.1) is determined by the capacity functional 
T(K) = P{S nK =t=0} = 1 - exp { -AEµASo EBK)}, (2.1) 
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for K running through the class :;f' of all compact subsets of R', see Matheron (1975, 
p. 62), Stoyan et al. (1987, p. 69). Here µd is the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure in 
Rd. Note that p = T({o}) is the volume fraction of E. 
3. THE MEAN DIFFERENCE BODY AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE BOOLEAN MODEL 
3.1. The Mean Difference Body and the Linear Contact Distribution 
Function 
The linear contact distribution function of a random closed set 8 is defined as 
H.(r)=l-P{Sn[o,ru]=0}/(l-p), r~O, 
where u is a unit vector. The quantity H11(r) is the conditional probability that the 
segment [o, ru] hits 8, conditional on 8 not containing the origin o, see Stoyan et al. 
(1987, p. 74). . 
It follows from (2.1) that for a Boolean model S 
Hu(r)= 1-exp{ -.:l.Ef.Li80 E9[o, -ru])} exp{..1.EµA8 0)}. 
Clearly, 
where IT • .LE0 is the projection of 8 0 in the hyperplane orthogonal to u. 
In the planar case TI • .L30 is the segment of the length h(S0 , v) + h(80, -v) 
= h(~0, v) for the unit vector v orthogonal to u (in the following we always suppose 
that u and v are related in this way). Thus, 
µ1 (Il,,.L80) = h(~0, v). 
Hence 
(3.1) 
Thus, in the planar case (d = 2) the mean difference body S0 = E2:0 has the 
following support function 
- 1 
h(C.0, v) = - A. r log (1 - H .(r)), (3.2) 
where <u,v) =0 and \Iv\\= 1. Note that the right-hand side of (3.2) does not depend 
on r. 
It should be noted that formula (3.2) for the support function of the mean differ-
ence body is valid only in the planar case. In the following we will consider only the 
planar case (d = 2) unless otherwise stated. 
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3.2. The Mean Difference Body and Star-Shaped Expected Sets 
The linear contact distribution function is the conditional distribution function of 
the random variable 
(u =sup {r: [o, ru](\S =~}, 
conditional on o~S. It follows from (3.1) that the corresponding conditional expec-
tation is given by 
E(,11 1 o ef; S) = (AEh(S0 , v))- 1 =(J.h(80, v))- 1• (3.3) 
For each xf/;S let S,,(3) denote that star (or visible set), i.e. 
(3.4) 
see Stoyan et al. (1987, p. 81), Serra (1982, p. 472) and Yadin and Zacks (1985). 
Clearly, Sx(S} is a star-shaped random set. Its distribution does not depend on x. 
The star-shaped set S,,(S) is determined by its radius-vector function'" defined on 
the unit cricle. The radius-vector expectation E,S,,(S) of Sx(S) is defined in Stoyan 
and Stoyan (1994, p.111) to be the star-shaped set whose radius-vector function is 
equal to E(u. The conditional expectation of ( 11 is given by (3.3). Thus, the conditional 
radius-vector expectation of S0(S) (i.e., for x = o) is equal to 
E,(S0 (S)lof/:S) = U { [o, ().h(E0, v)r 1u]: II vii = 1, <u, v) = O}. 
llull=l 
Hence the support function of S0 is given by 
h(E0,v)=(Asup{r:rue:E,(S0 (S)lo~S)}r1, llull=llvll=l, u.Lv. (3.5) 
Note again that, unfortunately, for d ~ 3 there is no such an interpretation of the 
mean difference body in terms of the linear contact distribution function and radius-
vector averages. 
3.3. The Mean Difference Body and Sections of the Boolean Model 
In this subsection the dimension d can be arbitrary, d ~ 2. For a unit vector u let u.i. 
be the (d - 1)-dimensional hyperplane orthogonal to u. It was shown in Matheron 
(1975, p.144) that sn UJ. is again a Boolean model with intensity 
J.(u) = AEµ1(11"80), 
where IT"(S0) is the projection of 2 0 in the direction of u. Hence 
?i.(u) = AEh(S 0, u), (3.6) 
i.e. the mean difference body S0 can be found through intensities of the correspond-
ing (d - 1)-dimensional sections of the Boolean model S divided by the intensity of 
3. If d = 2, then the corresponding sections are one-dimensional. 
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3.4. The Mean Body and the Boundary of the Boolean Model 
Let us consider again the planar Boolean model S. The boundary 88 of E can be 
considered to be a fibre process in the sense of Mecke and Stoyan (1980). The 
rigorous definition of such a process can be found also in Stoyan et al. (1987, p.233). 
Roughly speaking, a planar fibre process is a random set composed from curve 
pieces placed randomly on the plane. 
For a unit vector u define lu to be the line {xu:xeR}. Then lu (') 8E is a point 
process. Its intensity is denoted by PL(u), and the function Pd·) is said to be the rose 
of intersections of oE. It follows from Stoyan et al. (1987, p.78) that 
Pdu)=2A(u)(1-p), (3.7) 
where A.(u) is the intensity of the Boolean model 8 n lu, and p is the area fraction of E. 
It is known (see Stoyan et al., 1987, p.236) that PL(u)/2 is the support function of 
the compact convex set G5 called the Steiner compact of the fibre process 83. The 
Steiner compact is of use to describe anisotropy of the fibre process, see Rataj and 
Saxl (1989, 1992) for further discussion. 
On the other hand, J.(u)/J. is the support function of the set 90 rotated by the 
angle 1t/2, see (3.6). Thus 
(3.8) 
where w"12 CD is the rotation of © to tt/2. Note also that the intensity of the fibre 
process as coincides with the mean boundary length per unit area (specific bound-
ary length) LA for the Boolean model 8. This parameter is given by 
LA= ..1.(1- p)EU(S0), 
where U(S0} is the perimeter of 8 0 , see Stoyan et al. (1987, p.88). On the other hand, 
LA= U(<D)/2. Thus we obtain the following result 
E ~o - 2con/2 (!) 
EU(S0) - U(©) . 
If 8 0 is centrally symmetric, then we get ~o = 280, and 
EEa = w~12 G5 
EU(80) U(G>)' 
see also Weil (1993). 
4. ESTIMATION OF THE MEAN BODY 
4.0. Estimation of the Intensity ..1. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Formulae (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) of Section 3 give possible foundations for the 
estimation of the mean body S0. All these formulae involve the intensity A. of the 
Boolean model S; (3.6) includes also intensities of (d-1)-dimensional sections. 
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For isotropic Boolean models, the intensity can be estimated by means of one of 
the methods, which have been reviewed in Lantuejoul and Schmitt (1991~ These 
methods are 
• the method based on the Steiner formula (the minimum contrast ~thod using 
the corresponding contact distribution function, see Cressie and LasJett, 1987, 
Heinrich, 1993}. It works for convex grains only; 
• the rMthod of intensities, where parameters of the Boolean model are chosen to 
match the empirical values of the intensities of Minkowski measures, see Weil 
(1988) and Stoyan et al. (1987). This method is sometimes called also Weil's or 
the intensity method. It is designed for convex grains, although its newest 
variant allows to work with non-convex grains and anisotropic Boolean models 
as well, sec Weil (1995~ 
• Schmitt's method, see Sc:hmitt (1991). 
All these methods work in the space R' of general dimension d. 'Schmitt's method is 
of particular value for Boolean mo<iels with bounded and non-convex typical grains. 
It works also in the anisotropic case. It was shown by means of simulation experi-
ments that, for Boolean models with convex grains, the method of intensities pro-
vides better results in comparison with the two other methods, see Lantuejoul and 
Schmitt (1991) and Schrooer (1992). 
For anisotropic Boolean models (this is the usual case in this paper) we estimate 
the intensity by means of the following simple method proposed in Serra {1982, 
p.492) and Stoyan et al. (1987, pp.78,201). We associate with each grain its tangent 
point with respect to a fixed direction (in the plane it can be viewed as its lower-left 
tangent point). Some of these tangent points are covered by other grains, other are 
exposed. The intensity of the point process of the exposed tangent points is denoted 
by N 1 · In other words, N1 is the specific convexity number of :S: considered in Serra 
(1982, p.142). It is known that 
N1 =J.(1 -p). 
Let us consider a sequence of expanding windows W1, t > 0. A typical choice is 
W, = tW with a certain convex compact set W of positive Lebesgue measure and 
containing the origin as an interior point. The intensity NI can be estimated by 
counting the number of the exposed tangent points inside the window W1 divided by 
the Lebesgue measure (or area in the planar case) of W1: 
N1.t =N1(W,)/µ.,(W,). 
The volume fraction p can be estimated by the quotient 
ft,= ,u,(S:() W,)/µ4( W,). (4.1) 
Then an estimator of l is given by 
~ .. + 
11.r = N ..<,1/(1- p,). (4.2) 
This estimator is strong consistent and asymptotically normal at t-+ oo. Its asymptotic 
properties were studied in Molchanov and Stoyan (1994b~ Note that its form does 
not depend on the dimension d, but the convexity of the typical grain is required. 
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The next step in the estimation of the mean difference body 30 = ES0 depends on 
the choice of the formula which relates this mean body with other characteristics of 
the Boolean model S. 
4.1. Empirical Capacities and the Empirical Linear Contact Distribution Function 
This method is based on the uniform law of large numbers for empirical capacity 
functionals, see Molchanov (19&8, 1990). It is known that the stationary Boolean 
model :S given by (1.1) is ergodic, see Stoyan et al. (1987, p.171). Similarly to Section 
3.1 we consider here only the planar case. Take a sequence of expanding planar 
windows W, = tW, t > 0. It follows from Mase (1982) that, for any given compact 
Ko, 
T(K)=µ2((S$k)(l(W18K0)). K :% 
1 µ2(Wt8K0) ' E ' (4.3) 
is a strongly consistent estimator of T(K),K c. K 0, as t-+ co. Here e denotes the 
Minkowski subtraction, i.e. Wt 8 K 0 = { x: x + K 0 s;; Wi}. The values of 1'1(K) can be 
determined by measurements of area fractions (see Ripley, 1986), since T1(K) is 
obviously a (minus-sampling) estimator of the area fraction of the random set 
S $ k. For general dimensions, f,(K) can be evaluated by (4.3) with the Lebesgue 
measure µd instead of the area µ2 . 
Suppose that the typical grain E0 has an a.s. non-empty interior. Since the 
Boolean model S is a stationary set, it follows from the result of Molchanov (1988) 
that 1'1(K) is a locally uniformly strong consistent estimator of T(K), i.e. for each 
compact K0 · 
sup !T1(K)-T(K)l-tO a.s. ast-i>CO. (4.4) 
K!i;Ko. KeJt' 
Formula ( 4.3) leads to the following estimator of the linear contact distribution 
function 
f! u,1(r) = 1-(1 - f,([O, ru]))/(1- ·fti), (4.5) 
where p1 = 7'1({0}), see also (4.1). It follows from (4.4) that, for any c > 0, the es-
timator f1 u,,(r) converges to the linear contact distribution function (3.1) uniformly 
for re[O, c], as t-+ oo. Thus, (3.2) suggests the following estimator of the support 
function of 9 0 
h,,,(~0,v)= -~log(l -.8,.,1(r)), llvll = 1, 
I 
(4.6) 
where l\ull = l, (u, v) = 0, and l 1 is a strongly COQ.Sistent estimator of the intensity A., 
say given by (4.2) ford= 2. Then an estimator ~t.r of b 0 can be constructed by the 
values of the support function (4.6) 
(4.7) 
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It follows from (4.4) that the estimator (4.6) converges uniformly to h(S0, v) for all v 
belonging to the unit sphere. Since the Hausdorff distance p9 between convex com-
pact sets is equal to the uniform distance between their support functions, we get 
sup p9 (§t,,.,S0)-+0 a.s. ast-+-oo 
""'"'c 
for all e and c such that 0 < s < c. 
4.2, Star-Shaped Averages 
This method is based on formula (3.5) for planar Boolean models. Consider the 
same family of expanding planar windows as in the previous subsections. Let '11.. 2 be 
a lattice {grid) in R2. For each xe(Z2 () We)\E define Sx(E) to be the star (3.4), 
constructed by an observation S of the Boolean model. Each set Sx{E) is described 
by its radius-vector function 
r ;c(u) =sup {r :x + rueS,.}. 
Since the Boolean model (1.1) is ergodic, the average 
1 
f 1(u) = - L r x(u), (4.8) 
nt ,..,cz>r1111J\:a 
for each u from the unit circle tends as t-+ o:::i to the radius vector function 
F(u) = sup{r:ru eE.(Sx(E)/x ~E)} 
of the conditional radius-vector expectation E,(Sx(E)lx ~ S). Here n, is the cardinality 
of the set ('ll..2"W,)\E. 
The "continuous" version of (4.8) is given by 
(~\ \:<') f r x(u)dx. 
µ2 I - JW,\B 
Theorem 1. Suppose that ~o contains a certain neighborhood of the origin. Then the 
estimator (4.8) tends to F(u) uniformly for all u belonging to the unit circle. 
Proof. Suppose that /f1(u1)-f(u1)/ does not converge to zero as t-+oo for a certain 
sequence of points u1• Without loss of generality suppose that u1-+-u0 as t-+-oo. Then, 
for any neighborhood U 0 of u0 and sufficiently large t, 
1 
rlut) - r<uo) ~ - I sup r "(u) - r(uo)· 
nt :XE(z'nw,)\!l ueUo 
The right-hand side converges to EsupllEU r "(u) - f'(u0). It follows the monotone 
convergence theorem that this value conve~ges to zero as U 0L{ u0 }. A similar in-
equality from below and the continuity property of r (u) finish the proof. • 
Remark. The same result is valid for general dimensions, but then radius-vector 
expectations have no interpretation in terms of mean difference bodies. 
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It follows from (3.5) that the support function of the estimator §1 of the mean 
difference body given by 
h(§1,v)=(~,(u))~ 1 , <u,v) =0, \lull= \lvll = l, (4.9) 
is a uniformly strong consistent esitmator of the support function of the mean 
difference body, whence the corresponding set-valued estimator of S0 is strongly 
consistent in the Hausdorff metric as t~oo. 
4.3. Intensities of Intersections 
This method works for general d and is based on the estimator for intensities of 
(d - !)-dimensional sections. Namely, replacing A.(u) and ..tin (3.6) by their estimators 
Xr(u) and X, leads to an estimator of the support function of the mean body S0• 
Let u1, .•. , un be an a-net on the unit sphere. ThiS means that each point of the unit 
sphere lies in the s-neighborhood of a member of this e-net. It was proven in Rataj 
and Saxl (1989) that the polyhedron 
S0(e) = {x: (x,uk) ~ h (20,uk), 1 ~ k ~ n} 
tends to 8 0 in the Hausdorff metric as e ! 0. On the other hand, the finiteness of the 
e-net yields 
for the estimator 
:§1(e) = {x: (x,uk) ~ X,(uJ/X.1, 1 ~k ~ n}. 
Thus, for small e the set Si(e) estimates the mean difference body E0• 
4.4. Fibre Process Method 
This method is a particular case (for d = 2) of the method described in the previous 
subsection. In this case A.(u) can be estimated from (3.7) by an estimator PL.1(u) of the 
rose of intersections. The latter is computed in the usual way for fibre process oS, 
see Stoyan et al. (1987, p.245) and Molchanov and Stoyan (1994a). 
It follows from (3.6), (3.7) and (4.2) that the corresponding estimator ~1 of the 
mean difference body has the support function given by 
!lull= llvll = 1, u.l v. (4.10) 
5. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
Let us consider the planar Boolean model S with the typical grain ,M, where e is 
uniformly distributed on [0,1], and Mis a centrally symmetric compact convex set. 
In this case the mean difference body 80 is equal to 2MEe, i.e, S0 = M. This makes 
the comparison of empirical and theoretical results especially simple. 
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Figure l A realization of the Boolean model S. 
Let M be the ellipse with axes 120 and 32 pixels on the digitized computer screen, 
and /1. = 0.001. A realization of S within the window 250 x 200 pixels is shown in 
Figure 1 (for the later evaluations larger realizations within the window 640 x 350 
pixels were used). The intensity A. was estimated by counting of tangent points as it 
was described in Section 4.0. 
First, we consider estimates of the mean body by means of the fibre processes 
method and formula (4.10). The estimator Pi,k) of the rose of intersections of the 
fibre process 82 was determined by counting the number of intersections per unit 
length between 8S and a rotating system of 80 parallel lines. Figure 2a shows an 
estimate of the mean body obtained in this way. Such set-valued estimates 
~ 1 , ••• ,S100 were computed for 100 independent samples of the Boolean model S. 
These estitFates are considered to be realizations of the corresponding set-valued 
estimator 81• The corresponding mean value (Minkowski average) 
is shown in Figure 2b, and some numerical characteristics of the sample of these 
set-valued estimates, including the variance, are given in Table 1. This Table 
contains several numerical characteristics of the sample of estimates, which can serve 
as possible error measures for the estimator §1 of the mean difference body 80 • 
1. The maximum Hausdorff distance between ~o and its estimates. It characterizes 
the "worst" behavior of the estimator. 
2. The Hausdorff distance between ~o an~d the average value § of its estimates. This 
distance characterizes the bias p8 (S0 , E'5,) of the corresponding set-valued estimator. 
3. Max.imum of the variance of the estimates of support functions over the unit 
sphere. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2 An estimate of the mean body by the fibre processes method (a) and the mean value of 100 
independent estimates (b) in compariosn with the exact shape of the mean body (two-times enlarged). 
Table 1 Numerical characteristics of four series of n = 100 estimates of mean bodies 
Fibre Star-shaped Corrected Linear contact 
processes averages star-shaped distribution 
method at1erages function 
maxl "''~" PH(So.~rl 22.9 37.9 26.4 24.6 
P11(Eo,§) 5.8 12.2 4.8 5.0 
sup .... 1[n- LLf,. 1h(E1, u)2 - h(S0,u)2] 49.6 86.5 67.6 47.4 
If!== n- 1I:f. 1P!!(Eo,~1) 12.5 17.0 11.4 8.8 
n- 1Lr. 1 p~(Eo,E1)-ril2 8.5 62.9 21.6 14.2 
characterizes the variance of the estimator. 
4. The average Hausdor!f distance between 30 and 81, 1~i~100, represents the 
mean distance EP (80, St). It is an analog of the first absolute central moment for 
random variables~ 
5. The empirical varjance of the sample p8 (80, 8,), 1 ~ i ~ 100, approximates the 
variance Dp8 (a0 ,E1)· 
Then the star-shaped averages method was applied using a grid of 2000 vertices. 
Figure 3a shows an estimate of the mean body S0 obtained in this way; the corre-
sponding number of summands n1 in (4.8) was equal to 705. Figure 3b shows the 
averaged estimate for the same setting as Figure 2b, see also Table 1. 
The figures and the data of Table 1 confirm that the fibre processes method gives 
better results. Namely, the star-shaped averages method has a greater bias. Also 
other error measures including the variance are the largest. The bias can be ex-
plained by systematic errors, caused by underestimation of the general intensity due 
to the tangent points method. This underestimation appears due to digitalization of 
pictures, i.e. the image analyzer cannot distinguish between near points belonging to 
different grains. By using the fibre processes or intersection methods the support 
function of the mean body is estimated as the quotient of the intensity of 
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(a.) (b) 
Figure 3 The same as in Figure 2 for the star-shaped averages metf\od. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4 The same as in Figure 3, when the exact value of the intensity is known. 
intersections and the general intensity. Both are estimated by the same technique. 
Thus the errors in the numerator and the denominator may compensate each other. 
For the star-shaped averages method there is not such a possibility. Moreover, edge 
effects are essential, especially for Boolean models with small area fractions, since a 
lot of stars are extended beyond the window of observations. 
Figure 4 shows a new estimate obtained for the same data as this in Figure 3a by 
computing of star-shaped averages using the formula 
h(§,,v) = O.fh1W 1, llur = II vii = 1. u l. u. 
In comparison with (4.9) here the exact value (which in practical applications is 
unknown) of the intensity has been used. In this case the errors are smaller, see also 
Table 1. 
Computer simulations made for other planar Boolean models with different area 
fractions show that the star-shaped averages behave better for high area fractions 
(p > 0.9). Otherwise the fibre processes method gives better results. 
Table 2 presents simulation results for Boolean models with the same grain as 
above and different intensities. The results were computed by the fibre process 
method for 60 independent samples of each Boolean model. These simulations show 
that the fibre processes methods works better for Boolean models with middle area 
fractions (around 0.5). Indeed, if p is small, then we have very few intersections with 
lines. The same effect appears if the intensity is getting larger but the grain is fixed. 
The method based on the evaluation of the linear contact distribution function 
and the application of (4.6~ (4. 7) with r = 10 was applied for the same setting as 
above. The results of Table l show that this method has the quality closed to the 
fibre processes method. However it requires time-consuming evaluations a11d is 
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Table 2 Numerical characteristics of 11 = 60 estimates of mean bodies by the fibre processes method for 
different intensities. 
intensity, .l,( x 10- 3) 0.35 0.52 0.7 1.04 1.55 2.1 
area fraction,_p ~ 0.290 0.392 0.490 0.659 0.794 0.903 
maxi.;'"" Ptt(80,S,) 26.2 24.5 25.1 22.9 24.9 50.9 
Ptt(Sa,S) 7.80 5.96 5.06 6.06 7.6 8.90 
sup1,1• 1[11- 1:Er. 1 h(E,,u)2 - h(S0 , u)2] 78.1 51.4 62.8 48.0 64.5 160 
rii = n- 1:Er= 1PH(Eo.~1} 16.7 13.5 12.5 12.5 14.7 19.3 
11- 1 r/.1P~(~o.S1J-rh2 17.4 16.0 11.9 8.6 11.2 58.5 
more sensible to the discretization of the image (especially, for small r). The linear 
contact distribution function method has been already discussed in Molchanov and 
Stoyan (1994a) in the relation to the study of the microstructure of paper. 
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